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ABSTRACT

Progress toward improving patient safety has been slow despite engagement of the health care community in improvement efforts. A potential reason for this sluggish pace is the inadequate integration of human factors and ergonomics principles and methods in these efforts. Patient safety problems are complex and rarely caused by one factor or component of a work system. Thus, health care would benefit from human factors and ergonomics evaluations to systematically identify the problems, prioritize the right ones, and develop effective and practical solutions. This paper gives an overview of the discipline of human factors and ergonomics and describes its role in improving patient safety. We provide examples of how human factors and ergonomics principles and methods have improved both care processes and patient outcomes. We provide five major recommendations to better integrate human factors and ergonomics in patient safety improvement efforts: build capacity among health care workers to understand human factors and ergonomics, create market forces that demand the integration of human factors and ergonomics design principles into medical technologies, increase the number of human factors and ergonomic practitioners in health care organizations, expand investments in improvement efforts informed by human factors and ergonomics, and support interdisciplinary research to improve patient safety. In conclusion, human factors and ergonomics must play a more prominent role in health care if we want to increase the pace in improving patient safety.

Safety experts have recently questioned the limited improvements made in patient safety.1–3 News clips of harmful radiation therapy overdoses, tubing and catheter misconnections, healthcare-acquired infections, and inaccurate results from diagnostic tests are commonly reported by the media. They have plenty of fodder: an estimated 13.5% of discharged Medicare patients in October 2008 experienced at least one adverse event during their hospitalisation.4

The healthcare community is engaged in patient safety improvement efforts, although the majority has a narrow focus. Few efforts have integrated the principles and methods of human factors and ergonomics (HFE), which is comprehensive and deliberate, systematically studying each piece to determine how it fits best in the puzzle. Human factors and ergonomic specialists view individuals as an integral part of healthcare systems and believe their abilities and limitations must be accounted for when optimising the overall system’s performance (eg, safety of care). For example, while other engineering subspecialties (eg, mechanical) typically focus on designing better technologies (eg, more energy-efficient engines or robots that perform surgery), HFE specialists focus on designing user-friendly interfaces that can improve the user’s performance and reduce human error. These specialists study the interactions between people and elements of the system in which they work (physical environment, tasks, tools/technologies, and organisational conditions), and redesign systems while systematically considering all of these interactions with the goal of joint optimisation of social and technical elements of a system.5

For example, instead of designing each service (eg, emergency department, intensive care unit) of a care system separately and assuming they will work seamlessly together, HFE specialists study and design an integrated whole (eg, hospital) to maximise the system’s overall performance, including patient safety, efficiency, and clinicians’ quality of working life.

The HFE field consists of three specialty domains. Physical ergonomics identifies the physical strengths and limitations of humans and designs work environments considering...
these physical characteristics. Cognitive ergonomics focuses on the components of a system and the cognitive abilities and limitations of its users. Macroergonomics deals with the design of the overall work system, considering the interactions and the fit between different components in the system (table 1). In most cases, patient safety problems or improvement efforts require the use of principles, methods and tools from multiple domains. For example, designing an electronic health record interface logically falls in the cognitive ergonomics domain, but it also needs a macro-ergonomics assessment to evaluate its implementation and use in a healthcare organisation.

The HFE specialist can both prospectively and retrospectively assess the structural and process-related factors that contribute to unsafe care; healthcare has a limited understanding of these factors. If elements of a system and the interactions of these elements are designed using HFE principles and methods, then healthcare processes will improve, resulting in the improvement of healthcare professionals’ performance and outcomes. A straightforward example is the interaction between healthcare providers and medical devices. Devices that are designed using HFE principles could dramatically reduce the over 1 million device-related medical errors that occur annually in the USA.

**ROLE IN PATIENT SAFETY**

Researchers and patient safety experts recommend the use of HFE principles, theories, tools and methods to improve patient safety. In 2005, the Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of Engineering identified HFE as one tool needed to design better healthcare systems. Yet, healthcare has been slow to incorporate HFE. It is the only high-risk industry in which operators (eg, physicians, nurses), sometimes supported by lawyers and administrators, investigate adverse events and develop solutions without the experts who understand people, systems and how they interact to impact safety. Thus, the top recommendations from these investigations are to ‘re-educate’ staff or warn them to be ‘more careful’.

In the commercial aviation and nuclear power industries, safety improvement efforts are led by HFE specialists, who systematically identify safety hazards and develop effective and feasible solutions that fit in the existing work system. The National Transportation Safety Board includes HFE specialists on their accident investigation teams. These experts most often recommend ‘designing out’ potential human errors rather than re-educating employees or exhorting them to be more careful.

Healthcare organisations can proactively reduce safety risks in their processes and functions using HFE principles, tools and methods. Different medical device brands could undergo test runs (usability testing) to avoid costly purchases of inadequate or unsafe products and reduce device errors. The HFE specialist could apply socio-technical systems theory, principles and methods to identify potential unintended consequences from implementing new technologies so

---

**Table 1** Domains of specialisation within the human factors and ergonomics discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Sample topics</th>
<th>Sample patient safety related applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical ergonomics</td>
<td>Lifting/handling tasks, Repetitive movements, Physical workload, (Re)design of physical space and layout</td>
<td>Design of patient rooms to reduce falls, Number and placement of sinks at healthcare facilities to increase compliance with hand-washing guidelines, Making sure adequate lighting is available in medication dispensing areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive ergonomics</td>
<td>Training programme development, Design and evaluation of tools and technologies, Decision-making under time pressure, Mental workload</td>
<td>Development of training programmes to improve safety of care, Usability testing of smart intravenous pumps, Development of decision support tools to reduce diagnostic errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro ergonomics</td>
<td>Coordination, Teamwork, Safety culture, Large-scale organisational change, Participatory approach to (re)design efforts, Job design (eg, scheduling, breaks, nature of tasks)</td>
<td>Reducing readmissions through improved discharge planning and coordination, Studying the impact of new health information technologies on work system, processes and outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
precautions can be taken. These specialists could apply physical ergonomics to design or redesign a clinical space that shortens the transport time of post-operative patients from the operating room to the intensive care unit, which is a particularly vulnerable time period. They could also identify the underlying causes of communication and teamwork failures and develop and implement effective and practical solutions such as tools/cognitive aids (eg, checklists, shared displays) to improve shared situational awareness and coordination, with the goal of reducing preventable harm. Finally, HFE specialists could guide efforts that teach team-related skills to make providers more effective team members.

Such HFE expertise is an imperative piece of the puzzle in understanding and moving safety improvements forward. Many patient safety improvement efforts involve interventions that were developed with a myopic view, without adequately considering how and whether an intervention would fit with other elements of the care system or lead to unintended consequences. Rather than looking for quick fixes, the healthcare industry needs to realise the importance of incorporating the theories, methods and tools of HFE when designing, implementing and evaluating interventions for achieving significant and sustainable improvements.11 The HFE approach will integrate data from over 50 pieces of electronic equipment in an intensive care unit rather than one or two pieces for example, presenting it in a concise yet information-rich format to improve cognition and collaborative decision-making among clinicians.

When the principles and methods of HFE were applied in healthcare, impressive results were achieved. The Keystone ICU Project used HFE principles and methods and dramatically reduced central line-associated bloodstream infections.12 For example, the checklist (called a ‘cognitive artifact’ by HFE specialists) made central line insertion unambiguous and behaviourally specific.13 The central line cart made it easy for care providers to comply with the evidence-based insertion guidelines (principle of simplification) and access vital supplies to complete the task (principle of importance). The daily goals sheet put everyone on the same page and improved care14 and was based on the principle that well designed cognitive artifacts can improve performance by improving situational awareness, communication and coordination among team members.15 The Comprehensive Unit-based Safety Program emphasised the importance of safety culture in achieving sustainable patient safety improvements. It focused on improving culture at the local unit because culture is local and front-line care providers have critical knowledge concerning safety risks.16 Nonetheless, patient safety research is interdisciplinary and HFE is just one of many disciplines needed to reduce preventable harm. A HFE specialist with safety expertise can understand and analyse a system in depth to identify potential risks or investigate the causes of adverse events with the goal of designing and implementing effective, feasible and sustainable solutions. Typically, they are not trained in outcomes research. Therefore, they need to collaborate with health services researchers and economists to measure and evaluate the impact of HFE-designed systems on patient safety.

INTEGRATING HUMAN FACTORS AND ERGONOMICS IN PATIENT SAFETY IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

Healthcare could take the following steps to better incorporate HFE.

Build capacity among current and future healthcare providers and administrators to understand HFE. Few hospitals in the USA have HFE specialists, and few staff members have training to use these principles and methods. Healthcare can increase HFE awareness and skills by:

1. Incorporating a basic patient-safety-oriented HFE course in the education of physicians, nurses, healthcare administrators and other healthcare professionals.
2. Requiring healthcare professionals to undertake a patient safety improvement project that applies the principles and methods of HFE. For example, it could be an assignment for medical students during a required rotation.
3. Designing dual degree programs (MD/masters in HFE, nursing and masters in HFE) to produce a larger pool of skilled patient safety practitioners.
4. Adding HFE workshops and short training programmes to continuing education requirements for clinicians and healthcare administrators. We recently offered a workshop to clinicians at the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions and received positive feedback from all clinician types, including nurses, physicians, patient safety researchers, administrators and quality improvement specialists.
5. Expanding the master’s and doctoral training programmes in HFE with a focus on healthcare systems.

A laudable and encouraging step towards incorporating HFE into healthcare was the inclusion of Systems-Based Practice as a core competency in 2001 by the American Board of Medical Specialties and the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education.17 Few residency programmes, however, have experts to teach these concepts, and few medical schools have HFE experts among their faculty. These experts are needed alongside
social scientists, health services researchers, and economists to teach the science of healthcare delivery.

Create market forces for manufacturers to produce safer products that incorporate HFE principles and techniques. The most efficient and cost-effective way to reduce technology-related hazards is to design safety into the products themselves. For example, if manufacturers could design lines that make it impossible to connect an epidural catheter with an intravenous catheter (incompatibility by design), then the ‘less effective’ and more costly in-hospital interventions could be avoided.\(^\text{18}\)

Although healthcare organisations can individually demand better designed products, such uncoordinated and isolated efforts will likely be insufficient to move market forces or prompt manufacturers to incorporate HFE expertise to design safer products. Healthcare organisations, insurers, regulators and healthcare consumers should partner and demand safer and user-centred product designs that are based on evidence. The Leapfrog Group’s efforts to improve safety in intensive care units nationwide could be a model.\(^\text{19}\)

Substantially increase the number of HFE practitioners in healthcare organisations. While healthcare can significantly benefit from HFE expertise, there are few incentives to hire and use them. Regulatory or market forces could change this. Regulators could mandate that HFE specialists participate in incident investigations and proactive risk assessments. As healthcare reform creates stronger market signals in public reporting and pay for performance, hospitals will have a stronger economic incentive to implement effective and practical solutions that improve safety, and most likely will seek out HFE expertise.

Expand investments in patient safety improvement efforts with HFE. The limited progress in patient safety is perhaps not surprising because many improvement interventions were developed without safety sciences such as HFE. Safety is the property of systems, and healthcare requires a much larger investment in HFE to help solve complex patient safety problems. When science guides the way, safety will improve and costs will decrease.\(^\text{14, 20}\)

Increase research collaboration between clinicians, social scientists, health services researchers and HFE researchers. The HFE researcher typically has limited access to healthcare settings and clinician collaborators. Clinicians often have limited time to devote to patient safety improvements. Such collaborations can significantly advance the science and improve patient safety.\(^\text{5}\) Our research group created a ‘mixing bowl’, wherein clinical disciplines and methodological disciplines, including HFE, biostatistics, health services research, economics, epidemiology, sociology, psychology and informatics meet and collaborate on research. Other healthcare organisations could organise similar interdisciplinary groups and expand cutting-edge research in patient safety.

Although healthcare has embraced the notion that ‘safety is a systems problem’, it has not fully embraced the need to include HFE experts to improve the system. This is likely one reason for the limited progress in improving patient safety. HFE specialists have improved safety in several industries including commercial aviation, nuclear power, etc. However, improvement has been limited within the areas of medicine. Healthcare must fully embrace HFE to make progress in improving patient safety.
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